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		Summary

	
		Spring Roo in Action is a unique book that teaches you how to code Java in Roo, with a particular focus on Spring-based applications. Through hands-on examples, you'll learn how Roo creates well-formed application structures and supports best practices and tools. Plus, you'll get a quick-and-dirty guide to setting up Roo effectively in your environment.

	About the Technology
	
		Roo is a lightweight Java console shell that simplifies compile-time tasks. It improves productivity by enforcing correct coding practices and patterns and integrates with mainstream Java technologies, including ActiveMQ, GWT, JPA, and OSGi. And, when you finish coding, it gets out of the way so there's no runtime impact.

	About the Book
	
		Spring Roo in Action teaches you to code Java more efficiently using Roo. With the help of many examples, it shows you how to build application components from the database layer to the user interface. The book takes a test-first approach and points out how Roo can help automate many of the mundane details of coding Java apps. Along the way, you'll address important topics like security, messaging, and cloud computing.

	
		This book is for Java developers who want to get more productive by using Roo.

	
		Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book.

	What's Inside
		
			Learn Roo from the ground up
	
			Integrate with existing projects
	
			Create custom add-ons
	
			Use Roo with Spring
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BEA WebLogic Server Administration KitPrentice Hall, 2003
BEA WebLogic Server Administration  Kit is the definitive guide to administering BEA WebLogic Server 7! Scott  Hawkins starts where the documentation leaves off, illuminating crucial concepts  and offering practical guidance for maximizing the performance, reliability, and  efficiency of any...
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VHDL 101: Everything you need to know to get startedNewnes, 2011

	VHDL (VHSIC Hardware Description Language) is a hardware programming language commonly used for FPGA (Field Programable Gate Array) or ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) designs. FPGAs and the like are often found within larger applications such as cell phones, medical imagers, and personal media devices. As these devices are...
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Bluff City: The Secret Life of Photographer Ernest WithersW W Norton, 2019

	
		The little-known story of an iconic photographer, whose work captured?and influenced?a critical moment in American history.

	
		Who was Ernest Withers? Most Americans may not know the name, but they do know his photographs. Withers took some of the most legendary images of the 1950s and ’60s: Martin...
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Robot Building for Beginners, Third EditionApress, 2015

	"I wrote this book because I love building robots. I want you to love building robots, too. It took me a while to learn about many of the tools and parts in amateur robotics. Perhaps by writing about my experiences, I can give you a head start."--David Cook


	Robot Building for Beginners, Third...
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Holy Sci-Fi!: Where Science Fiction and Religion Intersect (Science and Fiction)Springer, 2014

	Can a computer have a soul? Are religion and science mutually exclusive? Is there really such a thing as free will? If you could time travel to visit Jesus, would you (and should you)? For hundreds of years, philosophers, scientists and science fiction writers have pondered these questions and many more.


	In Holy Sci-Fi!,...
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Gender and Digital Culture: Between Irreconcilability and the DatalogicalRoutledge, 2018

	
		Gender and Digital Culture offers a unique contribution to the theoretical and methodological understandings of digital technology as inherently gendered and classed. The silences within, through and from the systems we experience every day, create inequalities that are deeply affective and constitute very real forms of...
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